
CROSS-OUT SA WING MAOIIINE-Henry H. Potter, of 
Carthage, N. Y.: I do not claim separately any of the 
parts herein describe'tl. 

But I claim operating the saw, E, by means of the 
bent lever, C arranged substantially as shown, in con
nection with the feeding device formed of the levers, 
F G, and guide, f, the whole being combined and ar
ranged to operate conjointly, for the purpose set forth. 

[A notice of this will be found on another page.] 
SEEDING MAOIlINES-Thomas A. Risher, of Circleville, 

O!lio: I do not claim the combination of the bar and 
plates with the double�holed bottom and the recipro
catinc; slides, as this I have patented. 

Bnt I d!:tim the pcculhtr arrangement of the bars. B 
TIl B2 B3, with the right and left screws, E E', slides, at 
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SEEDING MAOIIINEs-'rhomas A. Risher. of Circleville, 
Ohio: I claim the peculiar arrangement of the bottom, 
B, a,'3 1J0nstructed, with the rock slides, c c c c, handles 
d d and e e, rods, 11 11, set screw, a, and bottom, x. all 
operated in the mallner set forth and for the purpose 
described. 

FIELD FENCE-Benning Rowells, of Ossian, N. Y.: I 
claim the method of connecting the panels and the 
. braces with each other, by interlocking the upper and 
lower rails with the brace post, in the manner as de
scribed, whereby-the panels are firmly connected with 
en,ch other, and mterlock with the posts without the aid 

·ot independent connecting devices. 
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arms, flanges, I I, shaft, c, discharge plate, a, and me
chanism vibrating the same, arranged and operating 
substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

,\-VALLET FASTENER-Jacob T. Sargent, of Carlinville, 
Ill.: I claim the combination of the spring catch, and 
the attachme.nt plate, the same constituting a safety 
apparatus for the purpose described. 

I also clftlm arranging the spring catch and attach-
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the att:tc�Hne:nt phte in manner and for the purpose 
set furth. 

HEWING MACIll�.;r-;s-Elliot Ravage, of Berlin, Conn. 
I claim formin� a chain stitch seam by the looper, con
structeu amI arranged in the manner described, when� 
operated in combiwLtion wit,h an eye-pointed needle, so 
that tho looper s11:111 enter the open loop as the needle 
riseR, amI, while rt'sting on the bed plate, securely hold 
the first loop open in the path of the needle and release 
the loop, when the needle shall have entered to form a 
new 1-\titch as set forth. 

I alm claim the specific device herein describe.d for 
regulating- the tension of the thread In sewing machines. 
consi9t.ing in a spool�supporting bracket constructed as 
specified, [tnd arranged in relation to and operating- in 
connection with a screw-threaded standard in such a 
manner ttl'! to asccwl or descend when rotated around 
and upon Fmid Rtandard for the purpose of causing the 
tll ren,d to be wound H.l'ollnd said screw until the requi
iite degree of tension is obtained. 

GRAIN SEP.�RATOHs-Francis Schunko, of York, Pa. : 
I do not claim separately any of the parts shown and 
described for said parts or their equivalents have been 
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jPctef.1 to the action of the blast during the principal 
part of the time occupied in its passage through the ma
chine. 

r claim the screens, E I J. placed in adjustable frames, 
F H, operated by the cam,!', levers, J' K' • and springs, 
� t, arranged relative� with each other, and the fan, 
sl�oi�� �ddE�:ibged fo'r th� p�����e <:�t f��t��ntiall
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[A series of seives or screens are employed and a blast 
fan arranged relatively with each other, whereby the 
grain is not only seived 01' screened in a perfect man
ner, but in its passage from one seive or screen to the 
other, presented in the most favorable manner to the 
action of the blast f"om the fan, so that all light sub
�blllC·'S will be blown away. In order to render the 
operation of the seives and fan as perfect as possible, 
proviflion is made for the adjustment of the latter, 
whereby the pa.ssage of the grain through the machine 
ma.y be accelerated or retarded as occasion may re
quire.] 

PLOWS-'r. S. Scovill('. of Elmira, N. Y.: I do not 
claim making the eyes of the spur wheels larger than 
t
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and the clearing teeth, i i, acting upon or close to said 
washers, subs�antially as specified, so that the eccentric 
mo\'crnent ot the said spur wheels, together with the 
said closely fitting wai'hers and clearing teeth, will ef
fectually keep the implement free from impediment. 

LoOK-E. M. Shaw, of Baltimore, Md.: I claim the 
plate, r. sprin� plates, p p, pins, x, and hollow stem, q, 
combined us described. 

Nr�thLap�:ir�e�A{V?� :INII�l����i���eBt�e ��\�cie�! 
nor the scroll. but I claim the shifting lever or bar. B, 
und the mode of adjusting it by means of the index 
finrrer at the end of the crank shaft, F, in such manner 
as to canse the rollers or cylinders to revolve in oppo
site directions by means of the same application of power 
in combination with the pin or etops upon the 1ever, A, 
und the slots or openings in tlie aforesaid shifting lever 
or bn,r, B, arranged specifically as shown and described, 
for the purposes SBt forth. 

HAND PRINTING STAMP-Benjamin Bo Stanton, of 
New York City: I am aware that hand stamps for 
printing have long been made with a movable die for 
thB pllrpose.of first being brought in contact with the 
inl:ing pad, and then with the printing pad. I do Dot 
claim such movable die. 
to �h� Ip�in�l�� ���t��d 
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spool, A A. through which the stamping rod passes, 
operatiu!; in a straight line between parallel guides, 
arranger] for that purpose upon a stationary arm over 
th8 inkill� and printinl? pads. 
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manner anrlfor the purpose specified. 
CARPET-HoLDER-Horace Thayer, of Warsaw, N. Y.: 

I do not claim as new the parts composing my device. 
But I claim the arrangement of the Elpringtube clasp 

and slide forming a carpet holder, constructed and op
erated substantially as described. 

IRO�ING 'rABLI?---Wm. Vandenburg. Jr., of New York 
Cit>: : I claim the ironing table composed of a board 
rigIdly attached at one end to a stand, which is pro
vided with a movable support for the other end of the 
board, to operate in the manner and for the purpose 
specified. 

[We will publish an engraving and a full description 
of this table in a week or two.] 

HARVESTERs-Isaac Van Doren, of SomerviUe, N. J.: 
I do not claim elevating the sickle by means of a plate 
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�c\..\t.... by W. A. Kerby in his invention, patented 1856. 
F\,j,�"" But I claim the arrangement and connection of the 
> I ' � movable part, }-:, with the fixed part, B, by means OJf 
? '1) the two connecting curves. 3 an

. 
d 4, or their equivalent, 

\, h to secure proper motion to .the part, E, without any ne
- cessary support or connectI

O
n from the center, G. i§ I also claim, in combination with the parts, B and E, 

, 

� titntifit �meritan+ 
the secondary movable part, K, substantially as de
scribcd to bring t�he sickle, whatever its position on the 
curve, B, level with the cutting surface. 

I also claim, in combination with the parts, B E and 
K, the use and application of the universal joint, C, in 
connecting the sickle lever to the machine, substantial-
1
):: as described, to allow of the change in the position 

of the sickle, in the manner described. 
LAMP ATTAOHMENT-William W. Wade, of Long 
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have been used, also that chimney bands have been at
tached to the top of the shell by hinges projecting out
ward, and also that openings have been used as fasten
ers for various other and different purposes than de
scribed; such we do not claim. 

But we claim securing tl:18 deflector, G, into the 
gr��:d' tg�h�hia��i
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ating in the manner set forth. 

PLOWS-J. C. Williamson. of Washington, Ga.: I 
claim the combination of the plow iron, E, brace. F, 
and cutter or share, G, when formed and united to
gether, and to the beam, in the manner and for the 
purpose set forth. 

CoUPLING OF SHAFTING FOR PROPELLERs-Seth Wil
marth, of Charleston. Mass. ; 13. J.J. Hay, of Reading-, 
Pa . •  and D. N. B. Coffin, Jr., of Newton. Mass. : We 
claim the combination of plate, d .. or its equivalent, 
with the head plates of the shaft In any manner sub
stantially as described, so that the couplingmayaccom� 
modate itself to the angular and transverse variation 
between the driving and driven parts of thl2 shaft, 
whether that variation be variable or permanent. 

PISTONS FOR STEAM ENGINES-Ross Winans, of BaIt i
more , Md. : I claim the combination substantially as 
set fort h of self-setting packing, that, una ided by the 
skill ol' the engi neer, will adjust itselfm to close contact 
with the cylinder, and bear against. the same with the 
proper force; of means for bin1ing this packing firmly 
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means bywhich the packing can be easiltloosened and 
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ed better, and in less time than by any combination 
previottsly invented. 

LOOOMOTIVE ENGINE3-Ro S8 Winans. o f  Baltimore, 
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the surface of the grate, with a fire-box and grate 
adapted to the burning of coal as fuel, whereby the in
terior of such a fire-box and the grate thereof, can be 
more readily reached by the fireman, and his duties 
be performed with greater expeditionl convenience and 
eflect. 

I also claim the combination of an ash-pan, open at 
its hinder end, with a foot-board located below the 
grate and the usual level of the platform of the ten-
���'e:lhe���b�h1���e��:Ad:�J ��:ct��
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while the engine is in motion. 

GRATES· FOR STEAM ENGINES-Ross Winans, ef Balti
more, Md. : I claim the grate of a locomotive engine, 
composed of a series of narrow sections each containing 
two or more bars and supports therefor, the sections 
and their supports being cons1rructed and arranged sub� 
stantially as set forth, to permit each section to be 
rocked independently of the other by means of a hand 
lever applied outside efthe fire-box, as set forth. 

I also claim the construction of the series of bars of 
the grate and the bearer for supporting the same as 
described, so that any member of the series may be 
rocked upon two axes, without contracting the narrow
est part of the spaces between it and the adjacent sta
tionary members of the seri�s, as described. 

DOOR BOLTs-John Woolman, of philadelphia, Pa. : 
I claim the arrangement of the flat or elliptical bolt, A, 
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by means of the hatldle or lever, B, substantially as de
scribed. 

MAOIIINERY FOR BOLTING, DUSTING AND SEPARATING 
THE GROUND MATERIAL-Joel Woodward, of Philadel
phia, Pa. : I claim, first , The stationary brush or dis-
trk���O�!,
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the meal or bran to or from the center, whereby the 
substance can be scoured or brushed as much as desired, 
in the manner and far the purposes set forth. 

Third, The manner of making any number of separa
tions or any mode of combining more than two separa
tions in the duster or separator, in the manner and for 
the purpose set forth. 

Fourth, The manner of providing- the corresponding 
bottom or platform below E E, with sweeps or scrapers 
to�rltr;, r:d
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wire or cloth by the bolts or Bet screws, and the screw, 
b, at the bottom of the shaft, It in the manner and for 
the purpose substantially as described, and to be used 
in connectiou with the specification. 

METHOD OF GUIDING REOIPROOATING SCROLL �A WS
John C. Cline (assignor to himself and Samuel Rhodes) 
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manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth. 

CUTTING DEVICE FOR REAPING AND r..lOWING MA
OHINEs-Thomas Harding (assignor to Warden, Bro
kaw & Child). of Springfield, Ohio: I claim the ar-
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and for the purposes set forth. 
STRAW CUTTER-J. B. Okey, of Indianapolis, Ind., 

assignor to himself and W. Y. 'Viley, of Marion county, 
Ind. : I claim the combination and arrangement of the 
box, a, gage, G, knives, F F, or their equivalents, upon 
the drum or wheel, B, when constructed and arranged 
substantially as set forth. 

J.JAMPs-Pascal Plant (assignor to himself and Peter 
Hannay), of Washington, D. C.: I claim forcing a cur
rent of air through the lower or blue part of the flame 
b):: means of a cap-piece, constructed and arranged in 
relation to the wick tube, in the manner and for the 
purposes substantially as set forth. 
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metallic substances, for the purpose of giving a reflect-
in

���
rl�f:im making a circular convex projection in 

the side of the globe of lantern !Cast or moided in one 
�!e;��fl:�t��� f��b�d�':����A�ctg �rr�
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slightly raised from the surrounding surface of the 
globe, so as to permit of the convenient attachment of 
a cap or covering to protect the silvered surface of th� 
reflector from injury. 

LAMPs-Robert Steinmann (assignor to himself and 
N. S. Wax), of Boston, Mass. : I claim, first, The ar
rangement of the elevated reservoir, I. with Its filter, 
K, and passages of communication, G and H, operating 
in the manner substantially as set forth. 
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bent tube, n, operating in the manner substantially as 
described. 

Third, And in combination with the elevated hot oil 
reservoir, I, I claim the plate, L, for the purpose of reg
ulating the temperature of the fat or oil, as specified. 
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Newport, N. H. : I do not claim the toothed cylindcr, 
A, or its accompan)::ing toothed concave, nor do I claim 
anlu�fl
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ing substantially in the manner as set forth and de· 
scribed. 

PORTAnLE GAS RETORTS-D. L. Weatherhead and J. 
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the exterior horizontal cylinder. B, in combination with 
the interior horizontal perforated cylinder, C, charged 
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gas is to be made shall flow into the annular space be� 
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purpose of pmification in the manner descrihed. 
RE-ISSUE. 

SAWING MILL-Wm. H. Ferry, Jr. ,of Ferrysburg, 
Mich. Patented July 21,1857: I claim, fir;t. The par
ticular means and th81r arrangement, as described, for 
a
CS�����Yt?e�n�� �nyd�eaIls of an eccentric, the com

bination of the log carriage and automatic reversin� 
�ff-�:e�\s:i a�hJ: rl3ct����� ��r ;:rlh:ill capable o' 

Third, So adjusting the gaging incline, d 3, that its 
hinge or pivoted joint and its opposite end or terminus 
shall alwa)::s be at. the same and equal distances from 
the set shaft, F, as aescribed . 

Fourth, The-application in the manner described of 
the adjustable self-fastening trip, Z, to a saw-mill which 
operates with a continuous rapid motion back and 
forth, in combination with the vibratory reversing stop, 
w 2, substantially as and for the pnrposes set forth. 

[We will publish a full description and engraving of 
this machine next week. 

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENT. 
HAND PRINTING PREsfi-Samuel J. Smith, of New 

York City. Patented Nov 3. 1857-additional improve
ment dated April 6, 1858 : I do not claim an adjustable 
pressure block in itself. 

What I claim as an improvement on my aforesaid 
patent of Nov. 3. 1857, is-

First, The fountain cup, 0, combined with the inking 
table, g, in substantially the manner and l' or the pur
poses specified. 

Second. I claim the joint, 16, formed by the half 
pieces attached to the pressure block, b, and bed, a, 
when connected by the horizontal screw, and used for 
adjusting the press blockt b, to the printing surface\and 
securely retaining the same in place, snhstantial y as 
and for tho purposes specified. 

EXTENSION. 
TRUSS FRAMES OF BRIDGES-Thoma� W. Pratt, of 

Norwich, Conn. , and Caleb Pratt. of Boston, Mass. 
Letters Patent No. 3, 523, dated April 4, 1844-extension 
dated April 4, 18�8: We claim the described method of 
constructing a truss, that is to say, the combination of 
two dIagonal tension braces and straining- blocks in 
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diminish it, either in whole or in sectional part of the 
bridge, the whole being constructed and operating sub
stantially as set forth. 

DESIGN. 
CooKING STOVES-G. W. Pittock. G. G. Richmond, 

and C. Phelps (assignor to themselves and J. Lown), of 
Troy,N. Y. 

....... 

Performances of Steam Engines. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-In the SCIENTIFIC AME

RICAN of March 6, page 208, Messrs. Ham
blin & Heath asked for information regarding 
what "a low pressure condensing steam en
gine can do, or had done in grinding grain, 
with the amount of fuel consumed," a very 
pertinent and important question. 

The late John Farey, Esq., used to say that 
a bushel of wheat had never been ground with 
less fuel than was consumed by Bolton & 

Watt's steam engines seventy years ago. "A 
bushel of wheat ground in one hour with eight 
pounds of coal is one horse power." The horse 
power may also be represented by grinding 
one pound of wheat, or raising 33,000 pounds 
one foot, or evaporating 1'158 pounds of 
water, or burning '1343 of a pound of coal in 
one minute. On pages 515-16 of Mr. Farey's 
work on the steam engine, it is stated that 
8d- pounds of coal sufficed to grind a bushel of 
wheat, and dress some flour, and that 8'06 
pounds of coal evaporated 69'477 p0unds of 
water or 8'62 times its own weight-time, one 
hour. The steam engille did not work with 
expansion, therefore allowance must be made 
for this. The whole mechanical power con
tained in one pound of wa ter is represented by 
its pressure and expansion. In the case in 
question, the pressure was 12'572 pounds per 
square inch, or 29'05 pounds on a base of 
water one foot high and weighing one pound; 
and its expansion from water to steam of that 
elasticity, 1,955 times, the product of which 
is 56,778 pounds, from which, by deducting 
one-twelfth for back pressure, we have 52,047 

pounds or 1'577 horse power (52047+33,000). 
Thus then, of the whole laboring force, only 
two-thirds of it was effective. Anything 
which can beat that, without expansion, is a 
clear gain. The power is in the steam, not 
in the engine, therefore when a pound of water 
evaporated into steam does not come up to the 
standard above, the engine or transmitter of 
power is at fault. One pound of water evapor
ated under a pressure of 90 pounds per square 
inch, or 208 pounds on a water base of one 
foot high to the pound, expands 321 times, 
and its mechanical power is equal to lifting 
66;776 pounds one foot high, but from this we 
must deduct the back pressure of the atmo
sphere and the obstruction from the exhaust 
port and pipe, which if we call one-fourth, we 
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have a total working power of about Ii horse 
power as the utmost a ttaina ble. 

Yours respectfully, 
THOMAS PROSSER. 

New York, April, 1858. 
The following is another letter on the same 

subject :-
MESSRS. EDITORS-I have a "Corliss en

gine," four feet stroke, fOluteen inches cylin
der, and have kept a correct account of fuel 
for the last year ending Dec 31, which I con
sider the only correct way to get at the cost. 
Have run 292 days of ten hours each; used 
thirty-eight horse power per day, without al
lowing anything for shafting and small ma
chinery, which would add three horse power 
certain per day-the cost of fuel per day is 
just $5 77. That is a trifle over 15 cents per 
horse power per day. The work done was 
cutting and grinding dyewoods, and grinding 
corn with an "Olil's mill." I have calculated 
the power of an " Old's mill" at about three
quarters the power required to do the same 
wor k on the old-fashioned grist mill. The 
engine has run thirty-three months, and 
three dollars will pay all the expense of re
pairs, and that has been in broken bolts, done 
through the carelessness of the engineer. The 
two boilers used are the COl(Imon cylinder 
kind, thirty feet long, thirty inches in diame
ter, and I am satisfied they are the cheapest 
boilers in use when properly made, and as for 
safety no one can dispute that point. I will 
state that the steam carried is from sixty to 
eighty pounds per square inch pressure by 
Ashcroft's steam gage. WM. B .RIDEN. 

Providence, R. 1., April, 1858. 
. '.,. 

The Eycs Rnd Spectacles. 

MESSRS. EDITORs- On page 235, this vol
ume, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, I observe that 
one of your correspondents has discovered that 
he is "lon'c-sighted with his left eye, and 
short-sighted with his right eye, and asks if 
this is a common occurence?" I would say it 
is not a common occurrence, although I have 
met with some twenty or thirty instances of 
it. In the winter of 1831, a lady between 
forty and fifty years of age, came to my 
jewelry store in Burlington, Vt., where, after 
some hours' trial, I succeeded in suiting her 
eyes, by fitting a convex glass of twelve inches 
focal distance from one eye, and a concave 
glass, No. 12, from the other eye, when the 
lady declared she could see with both eyes 
alike. A gentlem an in this city now wears 
his spectaclcs with a convex glas. of some 
twelve ta fifteen inches focal distance for one 
eye, but uses no glass for the other eye. These 
were all caused by nature, not by accident. 
To determine whether the eyes are "mates," 
take a pair of convex spectacles-if long-sight
ed-and look upon fine print, and observe 
whether each takes in the same number of 
lines, and if the same appear to be straight. 
If short-sighted, take a pair of c oncave 
glasses, and look at a brick wall across the 
street, and observe as above. The difference 
between the two eyes, if any, will at once be 
noticed. R. FiTZGERALD. 

New Haven, Ct� April, 1858. 
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Feeding lIorses. 

MESSRS. EDITORs-In a recent number of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, I noticed a brief 
article on the above subject, and as you well 
remarked" it is an important one." As facts 
are wanted on all such matters, I submit the 
following: -

The towing of boats on the Erie canal is 
done in part by horses that are taken along 
with the boats, and partly by towing com
panies who keep their horses at stations about 

twelve miles apart along the whole length of 
the canal. There are three of these towing 
companies, and they employ a bout 1400 horses. 
They have found, lifter great experience, that 
the most economical and best feed for their 
horses is a mixture composed of equal parts, 
by measure, of corn meal and mill feed (bran 
or shorts weighing about twenty pounds to 
the bushel), mixed up wet with cut hay, and 
they a'Ccordingly feed this altogether. 

R.W. 
Buff alo, April, 1858. 
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